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Abstract—An optimal solution to the problem of scheduling
real-time tasks on a set of identical processors is derived.
The described approach is based on solving an equivalent
uniprocessor real-time scheduling problem. Although there are
other scheduling algorithms that achieve optimality, they usually
impose prohibitive preemption costs. Unlike these algorithms,
it is observed through simulation that the proposed approach
produces no more than three preemptions points per job.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
Scheduling n real-time tasks on m processors is a problem
that has taken considerable attention in the last decade. The
goal is to find a feasible schedule for these tasks, that is
a schedule according to which no task misses its deadlines.
Several versions of this problem have been addressed and a
number of different solutions have been given. One of the
simplest versions assumes a periodic-preemptive-independent
task model with implicit deadlines, PPID for short. According
to the PPID model each task is independent of the others, jobs
of the same task are released periodically, each job of a task
must finish before the release time of its successor job, and
the system is fully preemptive.
A scheduling algorithm is considered optimal if it is able
to find a feasible schedule whenever one exists. Some optimal
scheduling algorithms for the PPID model have been found.
For example, it has been shown that if all tasks share the same
deadline [1], the system can be optimally scheduled with a
very low implementation cost. The assumed restriction on task
deadlines, however, prevents the applicability of this approach.
Other optimal algorithms remove this restriction but impose
a high implementation cost due to the required number of
task preemptions [2]–[4]. It is also possible to find trade-offs
between optimality and preemption cost [5]–[8].
Optimal solutions for the scheduling problem in the PPID
model are able to create preemption points that make it
possible task migrations between processors allowing for the
full utilization of the system. As illustration consider that
there are three tasks, τ1, τ2 and τ3, to be scheduled on two
processors. Suppose that each of these tasks requires 2 time
units of processor and must finish 3 time units after they
are released. Also, assume that all three tasks have the same
release time. As can be seen in Figure 1, if two of these
tasks are chosen to execute at their release time and they are
not preempted, the pending task will miss its deadline. As all
tasks share the same deadline in this example, the approach
by McNaughton [1] can be applied, as illustrated in the figure.
If this was not the case, generating possibly infinitely many
preemption points could be a solution as it is shown by other
approaches [2]–[4]. In this work we are interested in a more
flexible solution.
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(b) Correct schedule
Fig. 1. A deadline miss occurs in case (a), but not in case (b).
B. Contribution
In the present work, we define a real-time task as an infinite
sequence of jobs. Each job represents a piece of work to be
executed on one or more processors. A job is characterized
by its release time r, time after which it can be executed,
and its deadline d, time by which it must be completed in
order for the system to be correct. Also, we assume that the
deadline of a job is equal to the release time of the next job
of the same task. However, differently from the PPID model,
we do not assume that tasks are necessarily periodic. Instead,
we assume that tasks have a fixed-utilization, i. e. each job of
a task utilizes a fixed processor bandwidth within the interval
between its release time and deadline. For example, a job of
a task with utilization u ¤ 1 of processor requires upd  rq
execution time. Note that according to the PPID model, the
value d r is equal to the period of the periodic task, which
makes the model assumed in this paper slightly more general
than the PPID model.
The proposed approach is able to optimally schedule a
set of fixed-utilization tasks on a multiprocessor system. The
solution we describe does not impose further restrictions on
the task model and only a few preemption points per job are
generated. The idea is to reduce the real-time multiprocessor
scheduling problem into an equivalent real-time uniprocessor
scheduling problem. After solving the latter, the found solution
is transformed back to a solution to the original problem. This
approach seems very attractive since it makes use of well
known results for scheduling uniprocessor systems.
2Consider the illustrative system with 3-tasks previously
given. We show that scheduling this system on two processors
is equivalent to scheduling another 3-task system with tasks
τ
1
, τ
2
and τ
3
on one processor. Each star task requires one
unit of time and has the same deadline as the original task,
that is the star tasks represent the slack of the original ones.
As can be seen in Figure 2, the basic scheduling rule is the
following. Whenever the star task executes on the transformed
system, its associated original task does not execute on the
original system. For example, when τ
1
is executing on the
transformed system, task τ1 is not executing on the original
system.
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Fig. 2. Scheduling equivalence of τ
1
, τ
2
τ
3
on one processor and τ1, τ2,
τ3 on two processors.
The illustrative example gives only a glimpse of the pro-
posed approach and does not capture the powerfulness of the
solution described in this document. For example, if the illus-
trative example had four tasks instead of three, the scheduling
rule could not be applied straightforwardly. For such cases,
we show how to aggregate tasks so that the reduction to the
uniprocessor scheduling problem is still possible. For more
general cases, a series of system transformation, each one
generating a system with fewer processors, may be applied.
Once a system with only one processor is obtained, the well
known EDF algorithm is used to generate the correct schedule.
Then, it is shown that this schedule can be used to correctly
generate the schedule for the original multiprocessor system.
C. Structure
In the remainder of this paper we detail the proposed
approach. The notation and the assumed model of computation
are described in Section II. Section III presents the concept of
servers, which are a means to aggregate tasks (or servers) into
a single entity to be scheduled. In Section IV it is shown the
rules to transform a multiprocessor system into an equivalent
one with fewer processors and the scheduling rules used. The
correctness of the approach is also shown in this section. Then,
experimental results collected by simulations are presented in
Section V. Finally, Section VI gives a brief summary on related
work and conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND NOTATION
A. Fixed-Utilization Tasks
As mentioned earlier, we consider a system comprised of
n real-time and independent tasks, each of which defines an
infinite sequence of released jobs. More generally, a job can
be defined as follows.
Definition II.1 (Job). A real-time job, or simply, job, is a
finite sequence of instructions to be executed. If J is a job, it
admits a release time, denoted J.r, an execution requirement,
denoted J.c, and a deadline, denoted J.d.
In order to represent possibly non-periodic execution re-
quirements, we introduce a general real-time object, called
fixed-utilization task, or task for short, whose execution re-
quirement is specified in terms of processor utilization within
a given interval. Since a task shall be able to execute on a
single processor, its utilization cannot be greater than one.
Definition II.2 (Fixed-Utilization Task). Let u be a positive
real not greater than one and let D be a countable and
unbounded set of non-negative reals. The fixed-utilization task
τ with utilization u and deadline set D, denoted τ:pu,Dq,
satisfies the following properties: (i) a job of τ is released at
time t if and only if t P D; (ii) if J is released at time r, then
J.d  minttt P D, t ¡ J.ru; and (iii) J.c  upJ.d J.rq.
Given a fixed-utilization task τ , we denote µpτq and Λpτq
its utilization and its deadline set, respectively.
As a simple example of fixed-utilization task, consider a
periodic task τ characterized by three attributes: (i) its start
time s; (ii) its period T ; and (iii) its execution requirement
C. Task τ generates an infinite collection of jobs each of
which released at s  pj  1qT and with deadline at s  jT ,
j P N. Hence, τ can be seen as a fixed-utilization task with
start time at s, utilization µpτq  C{T and set of deadlines
Λpτq  tps  jT q, j P Nu, which requires exactly µpτqT of
processor during periodic time intervals rs pj1qT, s jT q,
for j in P N. As will be clearer later on, the concept of
fixed-utilization task will be useful to represent non-periodic
processing requirements, such as those required by groups of
real-time periodic tasks.
B. Fully Utilized System
We say that a set of n fixed-utilization tasks fully utilizes
a system comprised of m identical processors if the sum of
the utilizations of the n tasks exactly equals m. Hereafter, we
assume that the set of n fixed-utilization tasks fully utilizes
the system.
It is important to mention that this assumption does not
restrict the applicability of the proposed approach. For ex-
ample, if a job J of a task is supposed to require J.c time
units of processor but it completes consuming only c1   J.c
processor units, then the system can easily simulate J.c  c1
of its execution by blocking a processor accordingly. Also, if
the maximum processor utilization required by the task set is
less than m, dummy tasks can be created to comply with the
full utilization assumption. Therefore, we consider hereafter
that the full utilization assumption holds and so each job J
executes exactly for upJ.d J.rq time units during rr, dq.
C. Global Scheduling
Jobs are assumed to be enqueued in a global queue and
are scheduled to execute on a multiprocessor platform Π,
comprised of m ¡ 1 identical processors. We consider a global
3scheduling policy according to which tasks are independent,
preemptive and can migrate from a processor to another
during their executions. There is no penalty associated with
preemptions or migrations.
Definition II.3 (Schedule). For any collection of jobs, de-
noted J , and multiprocessor platform Π, the multiprocessor
schedule Σ is a mapping from R   J  Π to t0, 1u with
Σpt, J, piq equal to one if schedule Σ assigns job J to execute
on processor pi at time t, and zero otherwise.
Note that by the above definition, the execution requirement
of a job J at time t can be expressed as
epJ, tq  J.c
¸
piPΠ
» t
J.r
Σpt, J, piqdt,
Definition II.4 (Valid Schedule). A schedule Σ of a job set
J is valid if (i) at any time, a single processor executes at
most one job in J ; (ii) any job in J does not execute on more
than one processor at any time; (iii) any job J P J can only
execute at time t if J.r ¤ t and epJ, tq ¡ 0.
Definition II.5 (Feasible Schedule). Let Σ be a schedule of
a set of jobs J . The schedule Σ is feasible if it is a valid
schedule and if all the jobs in J finish executing by their
deadlines.
We say that a job is feasible in a schedule Σ if it finishes
executing by its deadline, independently of the feasibility of
Σ. That is, a job can be feasible in a non-feasible schedule.
However, if Σ is feasible, then all jobs scheduled in Σ are
necessarily feasible. Also, we say that a job J is active at
time t if J.r ¤ t and epJ, tq ¡ 0. As a consequence, a fixed-
utilization task admits a unique feasible and active job at any
time.
III. SERVERS
As mentioned before, the derivation of a schedule for a
multiprocessor system will be done via generating a schedule
for an equivalent uniprocessor system. One of the tools for
accomplishing this goal is to aggregate tasks into servers,
which can be seen as fixed-utilization tasks equipped with a
scheduling mechanism.
As will be seen, the utilization of a server is not greater
than one. Hence, in this section we will not deal with the
multiprocessor scheduling problem. The focus here is on
precisely defining the concept of servers (Section III-A) and
showing how they correctly schedule the fixed-utilization tasks
associated to them (Section III-B). In other words, the reader
can assume in this section that there is a single processor in
the system. Later on we will show how multiple servers are
scheduled on a multiprocessor system.
A. Server model and notations
A fixed-utilization server associated to a set of fixed-
utilization tasks is defined as follows:
T p0.7q
σpτ1q
p0.4q
σpτ2q
p0.2q
σpτ3q
p0.1q
Fig. 3. A three-server set. The utilization u of a server S or a set of server
T is indicated by the notation Spuq and T puq, respectively.
Definition III.1 (Fixed-Utilization Server). Let T be a set of
fixed-utilization tasks with total utilization given by
µpT q 
¸
τPT
µpτq ¤ 1
A fixed-utilization server S associated to T , denoted σpT q, is
a fixed-utilization task with utilization µpT q, set of deadlines
ΛpSq 

τPT Λpτq, equipped with a scheduling policy used
to schedule the jobs of the elements in T . For any time interval
rd, d1q, where d, d1 P ΛpSq, S is allowed to execute exactly for
µpT qpd1  dq time units.
Given a fixed-utilization server S, we denote ΓpSq the
set of fixed-utilization tasks scheduled by S and we assume
that this set is statically defined before the system execution.
Hence, the utilization of a server, simply denoted µpSq, can
be consistently defined as equal to µpΓpSqq. Note that, since
servers are fixed-utilization tasks, we are in condition to define
the server of a set of servers. For the of sake of conciseness,
we call an element of ΓpSq a client task of S and we call a
job of a client task of S a client job of S. If S is a server and
T a set of servers, then σpΓpSqq  S and ΓpσpT qq  T .
For illustration consider Figure 3, where T is a set com-
prised of the three servers σpτ1q, σpτ2q and σpτ3q associated
to the fixed-utilization tasks τ1, τ2 and τ3, respectively. The
numbers between brackets represent processor utilizations. If
S  σpT q is the server in charge of scheduling σpτ1q, σpτ2q
and σpτ3q, then we have T  ΓpSq  tσpτ1q, σpτ2q, σpτ3qu
and µpSq  0.7.
As can be seen by Definition III.1, the server S associated
to T may not have all the elements of

τPT Λpτq. Indeed,
the number of elements in ΛpSq depends on a server deadline
assignment policy:
Definition III.2 (Server Deadline Assignment). A deadline of
a server S at time t, denoted λSptq, is given by the earliest
deadline greater than t among all client jobs of S not yet
completed at time t. This includes those jobs active at t or the
not yet released jobs at t. More formally,
λSptq  min
JPJ
tJ.d, pJ.r   t^ epJ, tq ¡ 0q _ J.r ¥ tu
where J is the set of all jobs of servers in ΓpSq.
Note that by Definitions II.2 and III.2, the execution require-
ment of a server S in any interval pd, d1q equals µpSqpd1dq,
where d and d1 are two consecutive deadlines in ΛpSq. As
a consequence, the execution requirement of a job J of a
server S, released at time d P ΛpSq, equals J.c  epJ, dq 
µpSqpλSpdqdq for all d P ΛpSq. The budget of S at any time
4t, denoted as CSptq, is replenished to epJ, tq at all t P ΛpSq.
The budget of a server represents the processing time available
for its clients. Although a server never executes itself, we say
that a server S is executing at time t in the sense that one of
its client tasks consumes its budget CSptq at the same rate of
its execution.
Recall from Section II-A that a job of an fixed-utilization
task is feasible in a schedule Σ if it meets its deadline. How-
ever, the feasibility of a server does not imply the feasibility
of its client tasks. For example, consider two periodic tasks
τ1:p1{2, 2N

q and τ2:p1{3, 3Nq, with periods equal to 2 and
3 and utilizations µpτ1q  1{2 and µpτ2q  1{3, respectively.
Assume that their start times are equal to zero. Consider a
server S scheduling these two tasks on a dedicated processor
and let ΛpSq  t2, 3, 4, 6, . . .u. Thus, the budget of S during
r0, 2q equals CSp0q  2µpSq  5{3. Let Σ be a schedule of
τ1 and τ2 in which S is feasible. The feasibility of server S
implies that S acquires the processor for at least 5{3 units of
time during r0, 2q, since 2 is a deadline of S. Now, suppose
that the scheduling policy used by S to schedule its client tasks
gives higher priority to τ2 at time 0. Then, τ2 will consume
one unit of time before τ1 begins its execution. Therefore,
the remaining budget CSp1q  2{3 will be insufficient to
complete τ1 by 2, its deadline. This illustrates that a server
can be feasible while the generated schedule of its clients is
not feasible.
B. EDF Server
In this section, we define an EDF server and shows that
EDF servers are predictable in the following sense.
Definition III.3 (Predictable Server). A fixed-utilization server
S is predictable in a schedule Σ if its feasibility in Σ implies
the feasibility of all its client jobs.
Definition III.4 (EDF Server). An EDF server is a fixed-
utilization server S, defined according to Definitions III.1 and
III.2, which schedules its client tasks by EDF.
For illustration, consider a set of three periodic tasks T 
tτ1:p1{3, 3N

q, τ2:p1{4, 4N

q, τ3:p1{6, 6N

qu. Since µpT q 
3{4 ¤ 1, we can define an EDF server S to schedule T such
that ΓpSq  T and µpSq  3{4. Figure 4 shows both the
evolution of CSptq during interval r0, 12q and the schedule Σ
of T by S on a single processor. In this figure, ij represents the
j-th job of τi. Observe here that ΛpSq  t3k, 4k, 6k|k P Nu.
Indeed, deadlines 4 of 21 and 9 of 13 are not in ΛpSq, since
21 and 13 are completed at time 3 and 8, respectively.
It is worth noticing that the deadline set of a server could
be defined to include all deadlines of its clients. However, this
would generate unnecessary preemption points.
Definition III.5. A set T of fixed-utilization tasks is a unit set
if µpT q  1. The server σpT q associated to a unit set T is
a unit server.
In order to prove that EDF servers are predictable, we first
present some intermediate results.
Definition III.6. Let S be a server, T a set of servers with
µpT q ¤ 1, and α a real such that 0   α ¤ 1{µpSq. The
Csptq
0
9
4
3 3 
9
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6 6 
3
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3
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3
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Σ 11 21 3 31 12 22 22 13 32 14 23
11 21 12, 31 22 13 14, 23, 32
Fig. 4. Budget management and schedule of an EDF server S with T pSq 
tτ1:p1{3, 3N

q, τ2:p1{4, 4N

q, τ3:p1{6, 6N

qu and µpSq  3{4.
α-scaled server of S is the server with utilization αµpSq and
deadlines equal to those of S. The α-scaled set of T is the
set of the α-scaled servers of server in T .
As illustration, consider T  tS1, S2, S3u a set of servers
with µpT q  0.5, µpS1q  0.1, µpS2q  0.15 and µpS3q 
0.25. The 2-scaled set of T is T 1  tS11, S12, S13u with µpT 1q 
1, µpS1
1
q  0.2, µpS1
2
q  0.3 and µpS1
3
q  0.5.
Lemma III.1. Let T be a set of EDF servers with µpT q ¤ 1
and T 1 be its α-scaled set. Define S and S1 as two EDF
servers associated to T and T 1 and consider that Σ and Σ1
are their corresponding schedules, respectively. The schedule
Σ is feasible if and only if Σ1 is feasible.
Proof: Suppose Σ feasible. Consider a deadline d in
ΛpSq. Since S and S1 use EDF and ΛpSq  ΛpS1q, S and S1
execute their client jobs in the same order. As a consequence,
all the executions of servers in ΓpSq during r0, dq must have
a corresponding execution of a server in ΓpS1q during r0, dq.
Also, since S executes for µpSqd during r0, dq and α ¤
1{µpSq, the execution time µpS1qd of S1 during r0, dq satisfies
αµpSqd ¤ d. Hence, a client job of S1 corresponding to an
execution which completes in Σ before d, completes before d
in Σ1. Since Σ is feasible, this shows that Σ1 is feasible.
To show that Σ is feasible if Σ1 is feasible the same
reasoning can be made with a scale equal to α1  1{α
Lemma III.2. The schedule of a set of servers T produced by
the EDF server S  σpT q is feasible if and only if µpT q ¤ 1.
Proof: The proof presented here is an adaptation of the
proof of Theorem 7 from [9]. The difference between servers
and tasks makes this presentation necessary.
First, assume that µpT q ¡ 1. Let rd, d1q be a time interval
with no processor idle time, where d and d1 are two deadlines
of servers in T . By the assumed utilization, this time interval
must exist. As the cumulated execution requirement within
this interval is µpT qpd1  dq ¡ d1  d, a deadline miss must
occur, which shows the necessary condition.
Suppose now that d is the first deadline miss after time
t  0 and let S be the server whose job J misses its deadline
at d. Let t1 be the start time of the latest idle time interval
before d. Assume that t1  0 if such a time does not exist.
5Also, let d1 be the earliest deadline in ΛpSq after t1. Note that
d1   d otherwise no job would be released between t1 and
d. If d1 is not equal to zero, then the processor must be idle
just before d1. Indeed, if there were some job executing just
before d1, it would be released after t1 and its release instant
would be a deadline in ΛpSq occurring before d1 and after
t1, which would contradict the definition of d1. Hence, only
the time interval between d1 and d is to be considered. There
are two cases to be distinguished depending on whether some
lower priority server executes within rd1, dq.
idle time
t1 d1 d1k dk d
Fig. 5. A deadline miss occurs for job J at time d and no job with lower
priority than J executes before d
a) Case 1: Illustrated by Figure 5. Assume that no job
of servers in ΓpSq with lower priority than J executes within
rd1, dq. Since there is no processor idle time between d1 and
d and a deadline miss occurs at time d, it must be that
the cumulated execution time of all jobs in ΓpSq released
at or after d1 and with deadline less than or equal to d is
strictly greater than d  d1. Consider servers Sk whose jobs
have their release instants and deadlines within pd1, ds. Let
d1k and dk be the first release instant and the last deadline of
such jobs, respectively. The cumulated execution time of such
servers during rd1, dq equals C 
°
SkPΓpSq
µpSkqpdk  d
1
kq.
As
°
SkPΓpSq
µpSkq ¤ µpSq ¤ 1, C ¤ µpSqpd d
1
q ¤ d d1,
leading to a contradiction.
idle time
t1 d1 d2 r d
Fig. 6. A deadline miss occurs for job J at time d and some lower priority
job than J executes before d
b) Case 2: Illustrated by Figure 6. Assume that there
exist client jobs of S with lower priority than J that execute
within rd1, dq. Let d2 be the latest deadline after which no such
jobs execute and consider r the release instant of J . Since J
misses its deadline, no job with lower priority than J can
execute after r. Thus, we must have d2 ¤ r   d. Also, there
is no processor idle time in rd2, dq. Thus, for a deadline miss
to occur at time d, it must be that the cumulated execution time
of all servers in ΓpSq during rd2, dq is greater than d d2.
Also, it must be that a lower priority job was executing just
before d2. Indeed, if J 1, a job with higher priority than J , was
executing just before d2, its release time r1 would be before d2
and no job with lower priority than J could have executed after
r1, contradicting the minimality of d2. Thus, no job released
before d2 and with higher priority than J executes between
d2 and d. Hence, the jobs that contribute to the cumulated
execution time during rd2, dq must have higher priorities than
J and must be released after d2. The cumulated requirement
of such jobs of a server Sk is not greater than µpSkqpd d2q.
Henceforth, since
°
SkPΓpSq
µpSkq  µpSq ¤ 1, the cumulated
execution time of all servers during rd2, dq cannot be greater
than µpSqpd d2q ¤ d d2, reaching a contradiction.
Theorem III.1. An EDF server is predictable.
Proof: Consider a set of servers T  tS1, S2, . . . , Snu
such that µpT q ¤ 1 and assume that T is to be scheduled
by an EDF server S. Let T 1 be the 1{µpT q-scaled server
set of T . Hence, by Definition III.6, we have µpT 1q 
°n
i1 µpSiq{µpT q  1. Let S
1 be the EDF server associated
to T 1. By Lemma III.1, the schedule Σ of T by S is feasible
if and only if the schedule Σ1 of T 1 be S1 is feasible. But, S1
schedules servers as EDF. Indeed, consider a release instant r
of S1 at which the budget of S1 is set to λS1prqr. During the
entire interval rr, λS1prqq, the budget of S1 is strictly positive.
This implies that S1 is not constrained by its budget during
the whole interval rr, λS1prqq. Thus, S1 behaves as if it has
infinite budget and schedules its client servers according to
EDF. Since, by Lemma III.2, a server set of utilization one is
feasible by EDF, the schedule Σ1 produced by S1 is feasible
and so is Σ.
It is worth saying that Theorem III.1 implicitly assumes that
server S executes on possibly more than one processor. The
client servers of S do not execute in parallel, though. The
assignment of servers to processors is carried out on-line and
is specified in the next section.
IV. VIRTUAL SCHEDULING
In this section we present two basic operations, dual and
packing, which are used to transform a multiprocessor system
into an equivalent uniprocessor system. The schedule for the
found uniprocessor system is produced on-line by EDF and the
corresponding schedule for the original multiprocessor system
is deduced straightforwardly by following simple rules. The
transformation procedure can generate one or more virtual
systems, each of which with fewer processors than the original
(real) system.
The dual operation, detailed in Section IV-A, transforms a
fixed-utilization task τ into another task τ representing the
slack task of τ and called the dual task of τ . That is µpτq 
1 µpτq and the deadlines of τ are equal to those of τ . As
µpτq ¡ 0.5 implies µpτq   0.5, the dual operation plays
the role of reducing the utilization of the system made of
complementary dual tasks as compared to the original system.
The packing operation, presented in Section IV-B, groups
one or more tasks into a server. As fixed-utilization tasks
whose utilization do not sum up more than 1 can be packed
into a single server, the role of the packing operation is to
reduce the number of tasks to be scheduled.
By performing a pair of dual and packing operations, one
is able to create a virtual system with less processor and
tasks. Hence, it is useful to have both operations composed
into a single one, called reduction operation, which will be
defined in Section IV-C. As will be seen in Section IV-D,
after performing a series of reduction operation, the schedule
of the multiprocessor system can be deduced from the (virtual)
schedule of the transformed uniprocessor system. Although
a reduction from the original system into the virtual ones
6is carried out off-line, the generation of the multiprocessor
schedule for the original system can be done on-line. Section
IV.E ilustrates the proposed approach with an example.
A. Dual Operation
As servers are actually fixed-utilization tasks and will be
used as a basic scheduling mechanism, the dual operation is
defined for servers.
Definition IV.1 (Dual Server). Let S be a server with utiliza-
tion µpSq such that 0   µpSq   1. The dual server of S is
defined as the server S whose utilization µpSq  1µpSq,
deadlines are equal to those of S and scheduling algorithm
identical to that of S. If T is a set of servers, then the dual
set T  of T is the set of servers which are duals of the servers
in T , i.e. S P T if and only if S P T .
Note that servers with utilization equal to 1 or 0 are not
considered in Definition IV.1. This is not a problem since in
these cases S can straightforwardly be scheduled. Indeed, if S
is a server with 100% utilization, a processor can be allocated
to S and by Theorem III.1, all clients of S meet their deadlines.
In case that S is a null-utilization server, it is enough to ensure
that S never gets executing.
We define the bijection ϕ from a set of non-integer (neither
zero nor one) utilization servers T to its dual set T  as the
function which associates to a server S its dual server S, i.e
ϕpSq  S.
Definition IV.2 (Dual Schedule). Let T be a set of servers
and T  be its dual set. Two schedules Σ of T and Σ of T 
are duals if, at any time, a server S in T executes in Σ if and
only if its dual server S does not execute in Σ.
The following theorem relates the feasibility of a set of
servers to the feasibility of its dual set. It is enunciated
assuming a fully utilized system. However, recall from Section
II-B that any system can be extended to a fully utilized system
in order to apply the results presented here.
Theorem IV.1 (Dual Operation). Let T  tS1, S2, . . . , Snu
be a set of n  m   k servers with k ¥ 1 and µpT q  m.
The schedule Σ of T on m processors is feasible if and only
if its dual schedule Σ is feasible on k processors.
Proof: In order to prove the necessary condition, assume
that a schedule of T on m processors, Σ, is feasible. By
Definition IV.2, we know that Si executes in Σ whenever Si
does not execute in Σ, and vice-versa. Now, consider the
executions in ΣΣ of a pair pSi, Si q and define a schedule
Σ¯ for the set T¯  T Y T  as follows: Si always executes on
the same processor in Σ¯; Si executes in Σ¯ at time t if and only
if it executes at time t in Σ; and whenever Si is not executing
in Σ, Si is executing in Σ¯ on the same processor as Si.
By construction, the executions of T and T  in Σ¯ corre-
spond to their executions in Σ and Σ, respectively. Also, in
Σ¯, Si and Si execute on a single processor. Since µpSiq  
µpSi q  1 and Si and Si have the same deadlines, the
feasibility of Si implies the feasibility of Si . Since this is
true for all pairs pSi, Si q, we deduce that both Σ and Σ¯ are
feasible. Furthermore, as by the definition of Σ¯, n  m   k
processors are needed and by assumption Σ uses m processors,
Σ can be constructed on k processors.
The proof of the sufficient condition is symmetric and can
be shown using similar arguments.
Theorem IV.1 does not establish any scheduling rule to
generate feasible schedules. It only states that determining a
feasible schedule for a given server set on m processors is
equivalent to finding a feasible schedule for the transformed
set on n  m virtual processors. Nonetheless, this theorem
raises an interesting issue. Indeed, dealing with nm virtual
processors instead of m can be advantageous if nm   m.
In order to illustrate this observation, consider a set of three
servers with utilization equal to 2{3. Instead of searching for
a feasible schedule on two processors, one can focus on the
schedule of the dual servers on just one virtual processor, a
problem whose solution is well known. In order to guarantee
that dealing with dual servers is advantageous, the packing
operation plays a central role.
B. Packing Operation
As seen in the previous section, the dual operation is a
powerful mechanism to reduce the number of processors but
only works properly if n  m   m. If this is not the case,
one needs to reduce the number of servers to be scheduled,
aggregating them into servers. This is achieved by the packing
operation, which is formally described in this section.
Definition IV.3 (Packed Server Set). A set of non-zero utiliza-
tion servers T is packed if it is a singleton or if |T | ¥ 2 and
for any two distinct servers S and S1 in T , µpSq µpS1q ¡ 1.
Definition IV.4 (Packing Operation). Let T be a set of non-
zero utilization servers. A packing operation pi associates a
packed set of servers pipT q to T such that the set collection
pΓpSqqSPpipT q is a partition of T .
Note that a packing operation is a projection (pipi  pi)
since the packing of a packed set is the packed set itself.
An example of partition, produced by applying a packing
operation on a set T of 10 servers, is illustrated by the set
pipT q on the top of Figure 7. In this example, the partition of T
is comprised of the three sets ΓpS11q, ΓpS12q and ΓpS13q. As
an illustration of Definition IV.4, we have, ΓpS11q  pipS2q 
pipS3q  pipS7q.
Lemma IV.1. Let T be a set of non-zero utilization servers.
If pi is a packing operation on T , then µppipT qq  µpT q and
|pipT q| ¥ µpT q.
Proof: A packing operation does not change the utiliza-
tion of servers in T and so µppipT qq  µpT q. To show the
inequality, suppose that µpT q  k   ε with k natural and
0 ¤ ε   1. As the utilization of a server is not greater than
one, there must exist at least rk   εs servers in pipT q.
The following lemma establishes an upper bound on the
number of servers resulted from packing an arbitrary number
of non-zero utilization servers with total utilization u.
Lemma IV.2. If T is a set of non-zero utilization servers and
T is packed, then |T |   2µpT q.
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Fig. 7. Partition pipT q of T  tS1, S2, . . . , S10u into three subsets
ΓpS11q  pipS2q, ΓpS12q  pipS5q and ΓpS13q  pipS6q and image ψpT q
of T . The utilization u of a server S or a set of server T is indicated by the
notation Spuq and T puq, respectively.
Proof: Let n  |T | and ui  µpSiq for Si P T . Since
T is packed, there exists at most one server in T , say Sn,
such that un   1{2. All other servers have utilization greater
that 1{2. Thus,
°n2
i1 ui ¡ pn 2q{2. As un1   un ¡ 1, it
follows that
°n
i1 ui  µpT q ¡ n{2.
C. Reduction Operation
In this section we define the composition of the dual and
packing operations. We begin by noting that the following
relation holds.
Lemma IV.3. If T is a packed server set with more than one
server, then µpϕpT qq   p|T |   1q{2.
Proof: As T is packed, at least |T |1 servers have their
utilization strictly greater than 1{2. Thus, at least all but one
server in ϕpT q have utilization strictly less than 1{2. Hence,
µpϕpT qq   p|T |  1q{2  1.
According to Lemma IV.3, the action of the dual operation
applied to a packed set allows for the generation of a set of
servers whose total utilization is less than the utilization of
the original packed set, as illustrated in Figure 7. Considering
an integer utilization server set T , this makes it possible to
reduce the number of servers progressively by carrying out
the composition of a packing operation and the dual operation
until T is reduced to a set of unit servers. Since this server
can be scheduled on a single processor, as will be shown later
on, it is known by Theorem IV.1 that a feasible schedule for
the original multiprocessor systems can be derived. Based on
these observations it is worth defining a reduction operation as
the composition of a packing operation and the dual operation.
Definition IV.5. A reduction operation on a set of servers
T , denoted ψpT q, is the composition of the dual operation ϕ
(Definition IV.2), with a packing operation pi (Definition IV.4),
namely ψ  ϕpi.
The action of the operator ψ on a set T of 10 servers is
illustrated in Figure 7.
D. Reduction Correctness
The results shown in the previous sections will be used
here to show how to transform a multiprocessor system into
an equivalent (virtual) uniprocessor system by carrying out a
series of reduction operations on the target system. First, it
is shown in Lemma IV.4 that a reduction operator returns a
reduced task system with smaller cardinality. Then, Lemma
IV.5 and Theorem IV.2 show that after performing a series of
reduction operations, a set of servers can be transformed into a
unit server, which, according to Theorem IV.3, can be used to
generate a feasible schedule on a uniprocessor system. Finally,
it is shown in Theorem IV.4 that time complexity for carrying
out the necessary series of reduction operations is dominated
by the time complexity of the packing operation.
Lemma IV.4. If T is a packed set of non-unit servers,
|piϕpT q| ¤
R
|T |   1
2
V
Proof: Let n  |T |. By the definition of T , which
is packed, there is at most one server Si in T so that
µpSiq ¤ 1{2. This implies that at least n 1 servers in ϕpT q
have their utilizations less than 1{2. Since servers in T are
non-unit servers, their duals are non-zero-utilization servers.
Hence, those dual servers can be packed up pairwisely, which
implies that there will be at most rpn  1q{2s   1 servers
after carrying out the packing operation. Thus, we deduce that
|piϕpT q| ¤ rpn  1q{2s.
Lemma IV.5. Let T be a packed set of non-unit servers. If
µpT q is an integer, then |T | ¥ 3.
Proof: If |T | ¤ 2, T would contain a unit server since
µpT q is a non-null integer. Nonetheless, there exist larger
non-unit server sets. For example, let T be a set of servers
such that each server in T has utilization µpT q{|T | and |T | 
µpT q   1.
Definition IV.6 (Reduction Level and Virtual Processor). Let i
be a natural greater than one. The operator ψi is recursively
defined as follows ψ0pT q  T and ψipT q  ψψi1pT q.
The server system ψipT q is said to be at reduction level i and
is to be executed on a set of virtual processors.
Table I illustrates a reduction of a system composed of
10 fixed-utilization tasks to be executed on 6 processors.
As can be seen, two reduction levels were generated by
the reduction operation. At reduction level 1, three virtual
processors are necessary to schedule the 8 remaining servers,
while at reduction level 2, a single virtual processor suffices
to schedule the 3 remaining servers.
The next theorem states that the iteration of the operator
ψ transforms a set of servers of integer utilization into a set
of unit servers. For a given set of servers T , the number of
iterations necessary to achieve this convergence to unit servers
vary for each initial server in T , as shown in Table I.
Theorem IV.2 (Reduction Convergence). Let T be a set of
non-zero utilization servers. If T is a packed set of servers
with integer utilization, then for any element S P T , pipψppSqq
is a unit server set for some level p ¥ 1.
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REDUCTION EXAMPLE OF A SET OF SERVERS.
Server Utilization
ψ0pT q .6 .6 .6 .6 .6 .8 .6 .6 .5 .5
pipψ0pT qq .6 .6 .6 .6 .6 .8 .6 .6 1
ψ1pT q .4 .4 .4 .4 .4 .2 .4 .4
pipψ1pT qq .8 .8 .4 1
ψ2pT q .2 .2 .6
pipψ2pT qq 1
Proof: pipψ0pT qq can be seen as a partition comprised of
two subsets, those that contain unit sets and those that do not.
Let F0 and U0 be these sets, formally defined as follows: F0 
tS P pipψ0pT qq, µpSqq   1u; U0  tS P pipψ0pT qq, µpSqq 
1u; F0 Y U0  pipψ0pT qq. Also, for k ¡ 0 define Fk and
Uk as Fk  tS P pipψpFk1qq, µpSqq   1u and Uk  tS P
pipψpFk1qq, µpSqq  1u. We first claim that while Fk1 
tu, |Fk|   |Fk1| and that µpFkq is integer. We show the
claim by induction on k.
c) Base case: As F0 Y U0 is a packed set with integer
utilization, it follows that µpF0q is also integer since U0 is a
unit set. Consider F1 and U1 the partition of pipψ1pF0qq. As
F1 Y U1  pipψ
1
pF0qq and U0 have integer utilization, µpF1q
is also integer. Also, by Lemma IV.5, |F1| ¥ 3 and F1 is a
packed set of servers, we deduce from Lemma IV.4 that
3 ¤ |F1| ¤
R
|F0|   1
2
V
Therefore, |F1|   |F0|, since rpx  1q{2s   x for x ¥ 3.
d) Induction step: Assuming the claim holds until k1,
it can be shown that it holds for k analogously as it was done
for the base case.
e) Conclusion: By the claim there must exist k such that
Fk  tu since by Lemma IV.5 there is no Fk such that |Fk|  
3. Hence, pipψppSqq must belong to some Up for some p ¤ k,
which completes the proof.
Definition IV.7 (Proper Server Set). Let ψ  ϕ  pi be a
reduction operation and T be a set of servers with µpT q P N.
A subset of T is proper for ψ if there exists a level p ¥ 1 such
pi  ψppSq  pi  ψppS1q for all S and S1 in T .
Table I shows three proper sets, each of which projected
to a unit server. Note that the partition of a task system in
proper sets depends on the packing operation. For instance,
consider T  tτ1:p2{3, 3Nq, τ2:p2{3, 3Nq, τ3:p1{3, 3Nq,
τ4:p1{3, 3N

qu. First, consider a packing operation pi which
aggregates pτ1, τ3q and pτ2, τ4q into two unit servers S1 and
S2, then ttτ1, τ3u, tτ2, τ4uu is the partition of T into two
proper sets for pi. In this case, unit servers are obtained with
no reduction. Second, consider another packing operation pi1
which aggregates pτ1q, pτ2q and pτ3, τ4q into three non-unit
servers S1, S2 and S3. Then, ttτ1u, tτ2u, tτ3, τ4uu is the
partition of T into one proper set for pi1. In this latter case, one
reduction is necessary to obtain a unit server at level one. The
correctness of the transformation, though, does not depend on
how the packing operation is implemented.
Theorem IV.3 (Reduction). Let ψ  ϕ  pi be a reduction
and T be a proper set of EDF servers with µpT q P N
and pi  ψppSq  1 for some integer p ¥ 1. If all servers
are equipped with EDF, then the schedule Σ of T is fea-
sible on µpT q processors if and only if the schedule Σ1 of
S1  piψppSq is feasible on a single virtual processor.
By transitivity between reduction levels: Consider the
set of servers T pkq  ψkpT q and its reduction ψpT pkqq.
By Theorem IV.2, µpT pkqq P N. Thus, pipT pkqq satisfies the
hypothesis of Theorem IV.1. As a consequence, the schedule
Σpk 1q of ψpT pkqq on |pipT pkqq|  µpT pkqq processors is
feasible if and only if the schedule Σ¯pkq of pipT pkqq is feasible
on µpT pkqq processors. As all servers in pipT pkqq are EDF
servers, we conclude that the schedule Σpk 1q of ψpT pkqq on
|pipT pkqq|  µpT pkqq processors is feasible if and only if the
schedule Σpkq of T pkq is feasible on µpT pkqq processors.
It is worth noticing that the time complexity of a reduction
procedure is polynomial. The dual operation computes for each
task the utilization of its dual, a linear time procedure. Also,
since no optimality requirement is made for implementing the
packing operation, any polynomial-time heuristic applied to
pack fixed-utilization tasks/servers can be used. For example,
the packing operation can run in linear time or log-linear time,
depending on the chosen heuristic. As the following theorem
shows, the time complexity of the whole reduction procedure
is dominated by the time complexity of the packing operation.
Theorem IV.4 (Reduction Complexity). The problem of
scheduling n fixed-utilization tasks on m processors can be
reduced to an equivalent scheduling problem on uniprocessor
systems in time Opfpnqq, where fpnq is the time it takes to
pack n tasks in m processors.
Proof: Theorem IV.2 shows that a multiprocessor
scheduling problem can be transformed into various unipro-
cessor scheduling problems, each of which formed by a proper
set. Let k be the largest value during a reduction procedure
so that µpψkpT qq  1, where T is a proper set. Without loss
of generality, assume that |T |  n. It must be shown that
k  Opfpnqq. At each step, a reduction operation is carried
out, which costs n steps for the dual operation plus fpnq. Also,
by Lemma IV.4, each time a reduction operation is applied, the
number of tasks is divided by two. As a consequence, the time
T pnq to execute the whole reduction procedure satisfies the
recurrence T pnq  T pn{2q   fpnq. Since fpnq takes at least
n steps, the solution of this recurrence is T pnq  Opfpnqq.
E. Illustration
Figure 8 shows an illustrative example produced by simu-
lation with a task set which requires two reduction levels to
be scheduled. Observe, for instance, that when ϕpσtS
3
, S
4
uq
is executing in Σ2, then both S3 and S4 do not execute in
Σ1, and both S3 and S4 execute in real schedule Σ0. On the
other hand, when ϕpσtS
3
, S
4
uq does not execute in Σ2, then
either – S
3
and S4 – or exclusive – S4 and S3 – executes in
Σ1 and Σ0, respectively.
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Fig. 8. T  tS1, S2, S3, S4, S5u with S1  σpτ1:p3{5, 2Nqq,
S2  σpτ2:p3{5, 3N

qq, S3  σpτ3:p3{5, 4N

qq, S4  σpτ4:p3{5, 6N

qq
and S5  σpτ5 :p3{5, 12Nqq. Σ0, Σ1 and Σ2 are the schedule on three
processors, two virtual processors and one virtual processor of T , ϕpT q and
ψ  ϕpT q, respectively.
V. ASSESSMENT
We have carried out intensive simulation to evaluate the
proposed approach. We generated one thousand random task
sets with n tasks each, n  17, 18, 20, 22, . . . , 64. Hence a
total of 24 thousands task sets were generated. Each task set
fully utilizes a system with 16 processors. Although other
utilization values were considered, they are not shown here
since they presented similar result patterns. The utilization of
each task was generated following the procedure described in
[10], using the aleatory task generator by [11]. Task periods
were generated according to a uniform distribution in the
interval r5, 100s.
Two parameters were observed during the simulation, the
number of reduction levels and the number of preemption
points occurring on the real multiprocessor system. Job com-
pletion is not considered as a preemption point. The results
were obtained implementing the packing operation using the
decreasing worst-fit packing heuristic.
Figure 9 shows the number of reduction levels. It is interest-
ing to note that none of the task sets generated required more
than two reduction levels. For 17 tasks, only one level was
necessary. This situation, illustrated in Figure 2, is a special
case of Theorem IV.1. One or two levels were used for n in
r18, 48s. For systems with more than 48 tasks, the average
task utilization is low. This means that the utilization of each
server after performing the first packing operation is probably
close to one, decreasing the number of necessary reductions.
The box-plot shown in Figure 10 depicts the distribution
of preemption points as a function of the number of tasks.
The number of preemptions is expected to increase with the
number of levels and with the number of tasks packed into
each server. This behavior is observed in the figure, which
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Fig. 9. Fraction of task sets which requires 1 (crosshatch box) and 2 (empty
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Fig. 10. Distributions of the average number of preemptions per job, their
quartiles, and their minimum and maximum values.
shows that the number of levels has a greater impact. Indeed,
the median regarding scenarios for n in r52, 64s is below 1.5
and for those scenarios each server is likely to contain a higher
number of tasks. Further, observe that the maximum value
observed was 2.8 preemption points per job on average, which
illustrates a good characteristic of the proposed approach.
VI. RELATED WORK
Solutions to the real-time multiprocessor scheduling prob-
lem can be characterized according to the way task migration
is controlled. Approaches which do not impose any restriction
on task migration are usually called global scheduling. Those
that do not allow task migration are known as partition
scheduling. Although partition-based approaches make it pos-
sible using the results for uniprocessor scheduling straightfor-
wardly, they are not applicable for task sets which cannot be
correctly partitioned. On the other hand, global scheduling can
provide effective use of a multiprocessor architecture although
with possibly higher implementation overhead.
There exist a few optimal global scheduling approaches for
the PPID model. If all tasks share the same deadline, it has
been shown that the system can be optimally scheduled with a
very low implementation cost [1]. Removing this restriction on
task deadlines, optimality can be achieved by approaches that
approximate the theoretical fluid model, according to which all
tasks execute at the steady rate proportional to their utilization
[2]. However, this fluid approach has the main drawback that it
potentially generates an arbitrary large number of preemptions.
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Executing all tasks at a steady rate is also the goal of other
approaches [3], [12]. Instead of breaking all task in fixed-
size quantum subtasks, such approaches define scheduling
windows, called T-L planes, which are intervals between
consecutive task deadlines. The T-L plane approach has been
extended recently to accommodate more general task models
[13]. Although the number of generated preemptions has
shown to be bounded within each T-L plane, the number of
T-L planes can be arbitrarily high for some task sets.
Other approaches which control task migration have been
proposed [5], [6], [14], [15]. They have been called semi-
partition approaches. The basic idea is to partition some tasks
into disjunct subsets. Each subset is allocated to processors
off-line, similar to the partition-based approaches. Some tasks
are allowed to be allocated to more than one processor and
their migration is controlled at run-time. Usually, these ap-
proaches present a trade-off between implementation overhead
and achievable utilization, and optimality can be obtained if
preemption overhead is not bounded.
The approach presented in this paper lie in between partition
and global approaches. It does not assign tasks to processors
but to servers and optimality is achieved with low preemption
cost. Task migration is allowed but is controlled by the
rules of both the servers and the virtual schedule. Also, as
the scheduling problem is reduced from multiprocessor to
uniprocessor, well known results for uniprocessor systems can
be used. Indeed, optimality for fixed-utilization task set on
multiprocessor is obtained by using an optimal uniprocessor
scheduler, maintaining a low preemption cost per task.
It has recently been noted that if a set with m 1 tasks have
their total utilization exactly equal to m, then a feasible sched-
ule of these tasks on m identical processors can be produced
[16]. The approach described here generalizes this result. The
use of servers was a key tool to achieve this generalization. The
concept of task servers has been extensively used to provide
a mechanism to schedule soft tasks [17], for which timing
attributes like period or execution time are not known a priori.
There are some server mechanisms for uniprocessor systems
which share some similarities with one presented here [18],
[19]. To the best of our knowledge the server mechanism
presented here is the first one designed with the purposes of
solving the real-time multiprocessor scheduling problem.
VII. CONCLUSION
An approach to scheduling a set of tasks on a set of
identical multiprocessors has been described. The novelty of
the approach lies in transforming the multiprocessor schedul-
ing problem into an equivalent uniprocessor one. Simulation
results have shown that only a few preemption points per job
on average are generated.
The results presented here have both practical and theo-
retical implications. Implementing the described approach on
actual multiprocessor architectures is among the practical is-
sues to be explored. Theoretical aspects are related to relaxing
the assumed task model, e.g. sporadic tasks with constrained
deadlines. Further, interesting questions about introducing
new aspects in the multiprocessor schedule via the virtual
uniprocessor schedule can be raised. For example, one may
be interested in considering aspects such as fault tolerance,
energy consumption or adaptability. These issues are certainly
a fertile research field to be explored.
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